Spring 2015 "Spotlight" on JoAnn DePolo

Destination Cleveland, 2015, 16" x 24", acrylic.

JoAnn DePolo's style ranges from realism and portrait painting to abstract pieces where she says, "I live in the abstract. It's where I come alive." Currently she is working on a series of paintings specific to Cleveland. The collection, to be unveiled fall of 2015, is a unique view of Cleveland from its founders' conceptual planning to the city's present day resurgence. Pieces in this collection focus on the Cleveland skyline painted in an abstract style created on wood and canvas.

DePolo's career in visual art is not limited to painting as she also employs her profession to mentor artists, encourage creative thinking, and foster community strength through the arts. The satisfaction she finds in advancing others' success equals that of creating original art. For that reason, she facilitates opportunities for people to experience personal growth through art by conducting painting classes in her studio, providing art enrichment programs in schools, and offering painting workshops in libraries across Cuyahoga County. Her outreach extends to organizing events for the public to become involved in the creative process with community murals, art exhibits, competitions, and festivals. As a member of the North Olmsted Arts Commission her talent and administrative skills reach even further into neighborhoods to bring additional arts events to the city.
Spotlight: Featured Artists at the Ohio Governor’s Residence” is a program created by Ohio’s First Lady Karen W. Kasich which celebrates Ohio artists by showcasing a sampling of their artworks in the Residence foyer. The program enhances the ongoing partnership between the Ohio Governor’s Residence and Heritage Garden and the Ohio Arts Council (OAC). Since 1985 the OAC has assisted in placing artwork by Ohio artists and Ohio cultural institutions in the Governor’s Residence and throughout the Governor’s offices, in the Vern Riffe Center for Government and the Arts. The “Spotlight” program offers quarterly exhibitions at the Governor’s Residence highlighted by opening receptions. Artists are selected by Mrs. Kasich with assistance from the OAC. All Ohio artists are eligible to submit their work for consideration. Ohio artists interested in applying should contact OAC Individual Artist Program Director, Ken Emerick (ken.emerick@oac.state.oh.us) for details. To be eligible for the program the artist cannot be a student enrolled in a degree-granting program and must be a resident of the State of Ohio.

About the Ohio Governor’s Residence and Heritage Garden: The house has been the official residence of ten Ohio chief executives and is a showcase of our state’s artistry, culture, industry, and landscape. The Ohio Governor’s Residence and Heritage Garden is a unique and historic home that represents Ohio to a diverse range of visitors. The Ohio Governor’s Residence offers a living exhibition of Ohio history, industry, and craftsmanship, while the Heritage Garden strives to educate visitors on the importance of conserving and preserving the natural beauty of our state. To schedule a free tour of the residence call 614/644-7644 or residence@governor.ohio.gov

About the Ohio Arts Council: The Ohio Arts Council is a state agency that funds and supports quality arts experiences to strengthen Ohio communities culturally, educationally, and economically. For more information visit: www.oac.state.oh.us
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JoAnn DePolo Studios & Gallery, opened in 2012 and located in North Olmsted, Ohio, offers fine art, painting classes, creative workshops and space for artists to teach. www.joanndepolo.net

The style of JoAnn DePolo’s art ranges from realism and portrait painting to abstract pieces where she says “I live in the abstract. It’s where I come alive.” Currently she is working on a series of paintings specific to Cleveland. The collection, that will be unveiled fall of 2015, is a unique view of Cleveland from its founders conceptual planning to the city’s present day resurgence. Pieces in this collection focus on the Cleveland skyline painted in an abstract style created on wood and canvas.

Her career in visual art is not limited to painting as she also employs her profession to mentor artists, encourage creative thinking and foster community strength through the arts. The satisfaction she finds in advancing others’ success equals that of creating original art. For that reason, she facilitates opportunities for people to experience personal growth through art by conducting painting classes in her studio, providing art enrichment programs in schools and painting workshops in libraries across Cuyahoga County. Her outreach extends to organizing events for the public to become involved in the creative process with community murals, art exhibits, competitions and festivals. As a member of the North Olmsted Arts Commission her talent and administrative skills reach even further into neighborhoods to bring additional art events to the city.

Spotlight: Featured Artists at the Ohio Governor’s Residence
Featured Works by JoAnn DePolo

(above) Cleveland Cityscape, 2015, 38"x 48" acrylic
(right) Cleveland Jazz, 2015, 24" x 30" acrylic, enamil
(bottom) Cleveland Ink, 2015, 24"x 30" acrylic

You can find JoAnn’s work on her website: www.joanndepolo.net